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1. CLOSE ENCOUTERS IN BRODOWO by Marcin Mizera

An extraordinary story about an ordinary man’s experiences. Andrzej during his life
encountered many strange objects and odd beings: “Andrzej was in the forest. At one moment
three gray, hunchbacked beings approached him. ‘Grays’ surprised him but he felt no fear of
them. One of the beings came forward and looked deeply into his eyes…”

2. UNUSUAL UFO SIGHTING NEAR VRATISLAVIA by Damian Trela

On the 1st day of December 2005 a strange object appeared over Oborniki Slaskie: “When the
witness drove out of the town he was amazed seeing the ‘star’ increasing in size and that
then began as big as ½ of Moon. The exact shape of the object was clearly visible now. The
witness compared its center to a glowing coal [that fact was the corroborated by three
another witnesses]. There was a yellowish – orange halo around the object with torn rims that
seemed to be wavering or glowing.” Then two fighters tried to capture it…

3. UFO OVER SOKOLE POLE by Piotr Cielebiaś

“At that night in 2000, just after the storm, the witness came outside. It was around
23.00.She didn't suspect that anything strange may happen but soon occur something that she
will never forget. Suddenly an unknown object appeared over the nearby forest - she became
paralyzed due to fear and found her unable to move. The enormous, unidentified flying craft
was hovering directly over the nearby trees, according to her relation it was: "as big as a
half of the forest".

4. UFOS OVER KOSZALIN by NPN

Mr. Dariusz’s photos of strange objects over Koszalin: “The sky was full of stars. I was
staring at the Moon and suddenly I noticed some object. It was very strange because the
object simply emerged out of the Moon! I thought that it was just an illusion and I quickly
ran outside. I saw an enormous white ball of light that was flying around the Moon,
approaching it and then moving back. It seemed that it wanted to embrace it…”

5. PICTOGRAMS IN A HOUSE? by Alicja Zietek

Unknown forces terrorized young marriage: “Once I could feel that something thrown me off. I
stumbled and began cursing ‘the evil ghost’, cause I simply couldn’t stand it. Then I saw a
black figure floating in the middle of the room. I have seen it many times. I had a feeling
that it is persecuting me, that I’m going mad”. His wife Aneta added: “After the priest’s
visit the occurrences stopped and it seemed that it was the end of that nightmare. But I woke
up once in the morning and went down to the kitchen in order to prepare breakfast. Suddenly I
noticed that the floor is covered with circles similar to those appearing on grain fields. I
called Krzysztof because I didn’t know what happened. Krzysztof, with fear in his eyes,
looked at me and circles…”

6. ENCOUNTER WITH THE BLACK ENTITY by P.Cielebiaś

Child sees strange being in his room: “After a while, when he turned left again and looked
toward the door he saw someone's silhouette standing about 180 cm away. ‘It was quite short
[its head was below the handle level], humanoid in shape and completely black! The entity was
as black that it looked like as it was cut from paper. Any details were visible. The only one
detail I noticed is that it had long, protruding and matted hair that was visible on the wall
background. At first I thought that it is a mirage but seconds were passing and it was still
standing there!’. The boy was standing there staring at the entity that was completely black.
The witness interpreted this event as an encounter with a ‘ghost’. Then the witness jumped
into his bed and covered himself with a sheet. Members of his family were woke up with his
scream…”

7. BALL OF LIGHT TRANSFORMED INTO ODD BEING by Marcin Mizera

One of the most bizarre encounters in Poland : “When the light reflected in the windshield
and illuminated the being we could see some details of its appearance. Its face was
horrifying – it looked like a demon’s face, it was completely covered with hair. The
unbelievable is also a fact that its face consisted of dozens separate particles that were in
constant motion. It was a amazing sight; it is hard to describe it...”

8. ENCOUNTER WITH DEVILISH BEING – ABDUCTION OR… by NPN

The witness stated: „Once at night I woke up between 2 and 3 a.m. and I saw an amazing image
of that terrible creature that appeared next to a window, under a ceiling and that was
looking deep in my eyes. I wasn’t able to neither move nor scream. I was paralyzed but I felt
as if my brain wasn’t under the being influence and that helped me to defend against it and
fought it off. Its eyes were pitch black. I had a feeling that its eyes are speaking to me.
The being looked at me very piercingly as if trying to rule over my brain and force me to
utter some words that I didn’t want to pronounce.” It is possible that Devil left some
physical evidence?
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FOREWORD
With great pleasure we would like to introduce you the first issue of our
magazine “NOL” [what is a Polish word describing unidentified flying object].
We would like to present some of the most intriguing, polish cases researched by
group NPN [Na Progu Nieznanego].
One of our main aims is to inform our friends and foreign organizations about
new events in polish ufology. Due to lack of serious ufo-magazines in our
country we decided that our magazine would be the best source of spreading
information about achievements of polish ufology.
Marcin Mizera
Director of NPN

Piotr Cielebiaś
JTU/NPN

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS IN BRODOWO
by: Marcin Mizera

Andrzej

[fictional name] called me two weeks ago. He told that he experienced many
strange phenomena and he wanted to make contact with a man who would listen him carefully
and understand his situation. On 11th December 2004 I met with him in Brodowo.
In this article I’ll present descriptions of his experiences. I may say honestly that it
is one of the most interesting cases I’ve ever researched.
On 20th November 1995 and 25th February 1997 Andrzej witnessed two amazing UFO sightings.
These events always change his life. After seeing that thing he always could recall some
strange stories from many years ago and even from his childhood.
Sighting #1: 20th Nov. 1995
A part of Andrzej’s relation: “The object was flying next to farm buildings and had a
strange influence on me. I felt well and calm as if I took some drugs and was under their
influence. Anyway my brain was working faultlessly. When the object was over me I thought
that there must be some beings onboard. I wanted to greet them and I waved my hand.”
But when he was about to rise up his arm he received very strong mental message: “It is
unnecessary”. He realized that he is not able to rise up his arm as if it was blocked in
some way.
Sighting #2: 25th Feb. 1997
Fragment of the witness’ relation: “On that evening [about 6:20 p.m.] I went to a barn to
bring some straw. When I was coming out of the building [being in the western part of the
farm] I noticed something resembling the Moon [as I thought] but after a moment I
realized that it couldn’t be it. Suddenly some beam of light blinded me and after opening
my eyes I began running toward the object. That light that blinded me resembled that
emanated by a fluorescent light bulb.”
Then he thought that he should call another one person. He ran into his house shouting.
After a while his younger son appeared on a yard and also began observing the UFO. The
object was surrounded with a glow and was as big as half-Moon. It was hovering
motionlessly in the sky [at an angle about 1.5 – 2’, 55°]. Then its shape began changing
and after a while it looked like a half of a cigarette. Then the craft moved in
southeastern direction and soon disappeared for a while. Then it appeared again in a form
of pulsating light in various colors. In front of it was visible a white beam of light
pointed diagonally toward the ground. They noticed two additional beams of that type that
were away from each other [400 – 600 m.].
Those “searching lights” sometimes were forming a triangular figure. Colorful lights were
moving about 30 km/h. Father and son went behind a building in order to witness further
events. They sight also followed after two white beams but after a while both beams hid
behind the trees. The sighting lasted about a quarter.
Another interesting fact is that an hour after that sighting Andrzej saw a similar one
object also resembling a cigarette. The UFO was moving slowly and had in its center a
dome blinking with yellow light. As the witness said at first the object was dim and then
looked as if was charged. It was creamy in color. The object was about 2 km away and
Andrzej was observing it at an angle of 30°. After a moment he went to his house to call
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her 12 – year old daughter. When the girl noticed the object she began to be afraid of it
so her father give up the further observation and returned with her into their house.
I must mention another one event that occurred on 10th April 1997. The witness was
working on his field. It was late noon. Sitting in her tractor he looked at the sky and
noticed a pair of disc-shaped clouds. As he stated they were completely different than
another clouds and were moving very slowly. Andrzej was interested with this phenomenon
but ceased observing it because he had a lot of work. When dusk came a black disc
appeared over a forest, on the bright sky background. It was moving from west toward
east. The witness was observing it from his sitting place in the tractor for about a
quarter. When he drove to the road he noticed that the object began growing in size. He
was intrigued by it and he went off the machine in order to regard it better.
Unfortunately the UFO craft rushed southward with amazing speed.
As I said before the aforementioned sightings had a very strong influence on Andrzej [the
most influent was the case from 1995]. It caused that he began recalling some strange
occurrences that took place in his life and that seemed to be blocked till the moment of
sighting. Just after the sightings he began believing in events of that type and became
interested with them. Strange images from childhood began returning to Andrzej along with
other unexplained events and encounters with some odd beings. Descriptions of those
events are presented in the next part of this article.
Events from Andrzej’s childhood:
As Andrzej says the following event occurred when he was around 6 – year – old. On a
certain spring day he went with his brother to nearby meadows in order to play. At one
moment when they were circa 250 m. from their house Andrzej noticed some figure. It was a
strange boy. He was as tall as Andrzej was. As the witness said the boy emerged from
something like a big bush and approached them. He was standing about 20 m away.
But the entity was somewhat strange – he had a big, hairless head and huge, brown eyes.
Another strange aspect was that he was dressed in something resembling tight – fitting
uniform. Andrzej asked him if he wasn’t cold but the boy didn’t answer. The being was
only standing and staring at two boys. Andrzej could remember that at that time he
thought: “He is as young as we are and he could go everywhere on his own.”
Another one incident occurred in the next year. Andrzej was observing the starry sky
standing on a stairs of his house. After a while he noticed a moving star that was
amazingly maneuvering, moving very quickly on both sides, upwards and downwards and so
on. He immediately ran to inform her mother about the aerial phenomenon but unfortunately
when they returned at the site the object was gone. Andrzej could remember that he was
upset about it because his mother laughed at him telling that it was only an illusion.
When he was 8 – year – old another strange thing occurred. Bore Andrzej was on his yard
and decided to lie down on the ground. He was lying prostrate and began staring at the
Sun protecting eyes with his palm. After a longer observation he saw something resembling
a disc, light violet in color. That thing was changing its position after every several
dozens of seconds. Andrzej could remember that it was a very funny sight for him.
As he said when he was about 9 – years – old there was no electricity in his village yet.
He could remember schoolchildren tales about odd “Lights” [or “Lighting ones”]. Older
students used to frighten their younger colleagues saying: “The Lights will kidnap you!”
Andrzej bears in his memory also a following event. In the certain evening he and his
colleagues noticed on a field three lights in the size of eggs. They looked as if they
were regularly touching the ground. They were circa 1.5 m. away from each other and about
250 m. away from the observers. Then they noted the fourth one “light” that after a while
joined to the group.
But Andrzej could remember much more. For example: he states that when he was 11 – year
old he enjoyed forest journeys in which he and his brothers attended. Once at 9 o’clock
in the morning he was picking mushrooms and when he was about to end the picking, he
noticed a small, hunchbacked being standing circa 4 m. away. He thought that it was
forest owner’s mother because the being resembled her. He even said: “Good morning” but
the alleged “woman” didn’t respond. Its clothing was gray and it also had something like
a bunch on his back. Some time after that strange incident Andrzej and his father went to
the owner of the forest and during a talk Andrzej make a note of that strange woman that
he met. It turned out that on that exact day anyone from owner’s family wasn’t in the
forest.
Andrzej related another similar event. Once he went to the forest along with his brother
and their colleague. After some time they parted and soon their colleague screamed: “Go
away. Someone is here.” All of them began running but in different directions. When then
they met again Andrzej asked who the man was and his colleague stated that he saw two
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small beings. Some time after it a forest owner told that he saw some unknown lights over
the trees.
Another incident occurred when he was 15 – year – old. He was watching TV, it was about
the noon. He looked by the window in order to check whether his brother herds their cows.
Unexpectedly he noticed a small figure [as tall as a child] that was running with strange
and flow motion after the cow. Andrzej thought to himself that it was surely a person who
had never seen a cow and he lost the figure from sight. After a moment he again looked at
the cows and saw two identical, dark-haired beings dressed in black clothing despite a
fact that the day was very hot. One of them was standing in front of the animal and the
other one was on the back. The cow was strangely “spinning” at that moment. Just after
the occurrence Andrzej realized that the situation was somewhat odd.
Man found in his memories another one event that occurred when he was about 15 – years –
old. As he said on a certain day his mother was looking at the sky and then showed him a
white object in a shape of a cigarette. She asked him what it is? He could remember that
he was observing the object only for a while because he wasn’t interested with it.
In my opinion the following event is an evidence that the hero of the article indeed met
with beings that certainly weren’t people.
Andrzej was in the forest. At one moment three gray, hunchbacked beings approached him.
“Grays” surprised him but he felt no fear of them. One of the beings came forward and
looked deeply into his eyes. He felt somewhat strange. He had a feeling that the alien
was going to hypnotize him. The beings were only 1 m. away. Their faces were as if
portrayed, without any grimace. Andrzej couldn’t remember what they were doing him but he
knows that he received something to eat. He could taste a strange flavor of something
that satisfied all his needs. He states that he had never ate something like it before.
Maybe he was “abducted” during that encounter. I think that hypnosis will help in
explaining many aspects of this case.
This is the end of stories from Andrzej’s childhood. Another stories that are presented
below aren’t probably connected with UFO phenomenon but I decided to describe them as
well.
The incident took place in 1975. Andrzej was in hospital in Elk where he had a severe
surgery. After returning home he began reminding some strange details of that experience.
He could remember that during the operation he left his body leaving it – as he described
– via legs. He was looking at the surgery table from below and he could remember that it
had three wheels. At one moment he became aware of presence of three unknown, blue and
tall beings. Andrzej felt very well and light and he decided to go outside. When he
approached something black, blue beings began to tell one another: “He wants to escape”.
Andrzej stated that he was stopped by beings in an attempt of crossing that black thing.
He felt more that well and didn’t want to return into his physical body. But he
understood that he must do it because he must achieve on Earth a lot of new experiences.
Another event occurred in late March 1996. Coming out of his house Andrzej noticed that
his dogs were behaving in a strange manner. Their heads were bend down as if someone
reproved them a while ago. But it didn’t draw Andrzej’s attention for long and after a
moment he turned backward. Unexpectedly he could hear a terrifying groan of one and after
a while [2-3 sec.] the second dog. He told that it seemed that they were struck with
something. When Andrzej opened garage doors dogs quickly ran to him in panic. He stated
that their had never behaved in that manner and it was very strange to him. He doesn’t
know of what or whom the dogs were scared. It was bright and there wasn’t anyone in the
vicinity. Of course different things could cause their fear and the aforementioned case
cannot be evaluated.
Summary:
The aforementioned information came from author’s talks with Andrzej and from notes taken
by him. I also used a record taken on 11th December in Brodowo presenting Andrzej’s
accounts.
I think that I’m not able to fully summarize and rate this case – it is almost
impossible. I must state directly that it isn’t a simple thing because we deal with tales
of an ordinary man who unfortunately doesn’t posses any solid evidences that may make his
accounts strengthen. All that he has are drawings and incredible tales. The question is:
Is he a reliable witness? It is a trustworthy case or rather we should reject it saying:
“rubbish”. Maybe the man was abducted by ET beings but this is only a hypothesis. As I
said before a hypnotic session would be very helpful in this case. Arranging of such a
session is possible and research process will be surely continued.
By: M.Mizera – NPN POLAND, 2004
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UNUSUAL UFO SIGHTING NEAR VRATISLAVIA
by: Damian Trela

An

unusual sighting took place on the first day of December 2005 near Oborniki Slaskie
[near Vratislavia]. There were at last 14 witnesses. As far as now there is no evidences
such as photos or films.
The incident started at 17:45. The description of the event is based on Ireneusz
Krokowski’s relation. The witness is an inhabitant of Oborniki Slaskie. Ireneusz was
heading along Dworcowa Street toward his home and all of a sudden noticed a group of
people standing at a sidewalk and staring at a light in the sky [located in the south –
western direction]. It was a quite intensive point of light [its brightness may be
compared to a lamp observed from a distance of 15 – 20 m.]. At the exact moment when the
witness noticed the object it was stationary.
The witness at first took it for a star and rushed toward his home. He was about to pick
up her girlfriend from work and he entered his car [Fiat 126p]. He then drove toward the
group of observers who was still standing there and observing the sky with a lot of
excitement. He stopped, went out and lit a cigarette, from time to time catching a
glimpse of the object. After a while he went in the car and started the engine still
looking at the unusual “star”.
When he drove out of the town he was amazed seeing the “star” increasing its size and
that was now as big as ½ of Moon. The exact shape of the object was clearly visible now.
The witness compared its center to a glowing coal [that fact was the corroborated by
three another witnesses]. There was a yellowish – orange halo around the object with torn
rims that seemed to be wavering or glowing. After he noticing it the man slowed and
finally stopped his car. [There weren’t any noticeable influences on the car – the engine
was working normally. Energetic collapse also wasn’t noted in the area.]
Then the man turned his car and drove on a dusty road. After about 4 minutes the object
began slowly moving westwards. The excited witness then stopped on a road between
Nowosielice and Ciecholowice. The stop lasted about 3 - 4 minutes. In the meantime the
witness called to an ufologist Janusz Zagorski and described the event. He also sent some
signals [with his torch] waiting for the answer but unfortunately he didn’t receive any.
After circa 4 minutes he rushed after the object.
Then he reached Lubnow where in vicinity of a local bar he spotted two people who were
observing the phenomenon for a longer while. After a brief talk he drove to a local
farmyard alarming its owners about the unusual phenomenon. A certain woman appeared on a
yard and began observing the event along with Irek. After a while one of the men who was
met by Irek a while ago, joined to them. At that phase of observation the UFO was still
motionlessly hovering over the nearby woods [located about 5 km away]. Ireneusz grasped
his cell phone.
All of a sudden two military aircrafts [Antonovs] appeared at the scene. One of them flew
from east and the other one from southwestern direction. Both of them were apparently
heading toward the motionless orb as if aiming to corner and capture it.
Then the object rapidly rushed westward as if in escape. It also changed it color to red.
Ireneusz went in the house in order to call to Mr. Zagorski. When he went out the
phenomenon wasn’t well visible but during his absence one of the witnesses gathered on
the yard said that he was observing it till the end. He noticed that two crafts made a Uturn and began another maneuver in order to capture the object. The observation lasted
circa 25 – 30 minutes.
But this not the story’s end – there is another one witness, a certain woman from Lubnow
who claims that she saw on the day similar unusual sighting but about 90 minutes after
the described event. Along with her granddaughter she was observing a UFO craft [red in
color] that was heading toward this same direction as the orb. Afraid woman ran into her
house. The observed object was located 4 – 5 km away.
The planes probably came from an airfield in Strachowice. A director of local chute club
informed that a military man didn’t allow to any flights saying that some military
exercises will be performed in the area. The author had contacted with a staff officer
from Vratislavian Air Force Military Unit who denied that any UFO was seen there although
the author asked only whether any military exercises had been performed.
Source: Damian Trela:
www.npn.ehost.pl

Szokujaca
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UFO OVER SOKOLE POLE
by: P.Cielebiaś

The

following events took place in a village called Sokole Pole [Falcon's Field] located
in Czestochowa County, in Silesian Voiovodship. A.S. - the witness of the unusual
sighting [living in Czestochowa and having a house in Sokole Pole] says that she will
never forget what she saw at that certain night after a thunderstorm. Although others do
not believe in her story she is certain that she saw that unusual and strange object
indeed and as it turned out it was not the only one observation that she witnessed.
At that night in 2000, just after the storm, she came outside. It was around 23.00.She
didn't suspect that anything strange may happen but soon occur something that she will
never forget. Suddenly an unknown object appeared over the nearby forest - she became
paralyzed due to fear and found her unable to move.
The enormous, unidentified flying craft was hovering directly over the nearby trees,
according to her relation it was: "as big as a half of the forest". The object didn't
emit any sounds and was hovering soundlessly over trees. It was metallic in color and
ellipsoidal in shape. The witness also noticed red, orange and white lights. Unnatural
silence was escalating the witness’ fear.
The object appeared and then moved forward and as the witness claims: “it looked like it
was looking for somebody or inspecting something”. Then it moved backwards, lowered and
probably landed somewhere in the forest. After approximately 5 minutes, when the object
disappeared from her sight she realized what she witnessed. After telling her parents
about the sighting she was afraid of entering the forest for several days believing that
it could still be there.
At the beginning, when she was telling her story she didn't mention about it, but asked
during the interview she replied that during the observation she could hear ringing sound
and could feel other strange feeling resembling shivers. She didn't notice any smell.
But this is not the end of the story. It turned out that an alleged trace of the UFO
landing was found. In the forest over which the UFO was seen was found a burned
[“unnaturally” as the witness claim] tree - exactly a quite big birch. Other prints
weren't found.
But the UFO allegedly reappeared after a year time when the witness cousin saw very
similar object. Moreover the witness claims that when she was camping in a tent on her
yard in Sokole Pole strange sighting of whitish figures moving in the woods terrified
her. Then she ran to the house being afraid of what she saw. Similar observations as she
stated occurred several times but she has never seen that white entity from closer
distance. The witness asked how those beings looked like - whether they were ethereal or
material - replied that it seemed that they wore white clothes.
Once she woke up at night and allegedly saw a figure sitting on a couch standing next to
her bed. The figure looked somewhat like a "shining man". It isn't known whether that
observation was connected with a previous UFO observation. Maybe yes, maybe no.
Moreover, the witness seems to be credible person. She is certain that she saw the object
that night. She knows that it was an UFO craft although she is not interested in UFO
phenomenon. She was talking only about the object being unaware that strange feeling and
other unexplainable events could be connected with it.
The one question remains: it is possible that someone had visited Sokole Pole several
times? Could anybody else witness similar observations of strange lights or beings?
Unfortunately these questions will remain answerless.
by: Piotr Cielebiaś, JTU/NPN

UFOS PHOTOGRAPHED OVER KOSZALIN

The

witness called Dariusz – a guard photographed the following object on 14th January
2006 applying a camera from his cell phone.
Mr. Dariusz’s relation:
“It was nearly 17:42. I’m a guard and I was in my job. The sky was full of stars. I was
staring at the Moon and suddenly I noticed some object. It was very strange because the
object simply emerged from the Moon! I thought that it was just an illusion and I quickly
ran outside. I saw an enormous white ball of light that was flying around the Moon,
approaching it and then moving back. It seemed that it wanted to embrace it” – Darek
said.
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According to his relation the huge object was clearly visible for an hour time. “It was
flying in the vicinity of the Moon and it seemed that the object was going across it. It
appeared to fly into it hiding in its light and then emerging on the other side of it,
continuously approaching it and then retreating.”

- Photos taken on 14th Jan. 2006 -

Darek didn’t know what the object was and he quickly returned to the building and grasped
his cell phone [with a build-in camera]. It was extremely cold so he didn’t go out again.
By the glass of a window he took 8 photos and 4 short records. He worried that the object
may quickly disappear and he tried to document the unexplained aerial phenomena. After
this 1 hour long “dance” the object flew southwards with amazing speed.
But the same witness who took photos of object in Koszalin on 14th January 2006
photographed another one object in August 2005.
Mr. Dariusz’s relation:
“It occurred in the middle of August 2005, around 17:00 o’clock. I was at that time in my
job. I’m a bodyguard. It was warm so I was sitting outside of porter shack staring at the
skies. Once I noticed something flying at a very high altitude. I was amazed by fact that
the thing had no visible wings. I ran and grasped an internet camera that I have in the
cabin. Unfortunately I managed to take only two photos because the object’s movement was
very quick and after a while it disappeared from my sight.”

Other Mr.Dariusz’s photos at:
KOSZALIN: 14th Jan. 06:
http://npn.ehost.pl/galeria/thumbnails
.php?album=6&page=1

- A photo taken on 25th Aug. 2005 -

KOSZALIN: 25th Aug. 05:
http://www.npn.ehost.pl/index.php?suba
ction=showfull&id=1139153067&archive=&
start_from=&ucat=1& -->

Source: letter of Mr. Dariusz. NPN ORG POLAND

PICTOGRAMS IN A HOUSE?
by: Alicja Zietek

Although

that crop circle season just passed, strange symbols still appears. The
house n subject is a type of a laboratory in which crop circle phenomenon should be
researched.
Aneta and Krzysztof lead normal life. They had their own car and flat. They were
happy. Anyway then both of them lost their jobs and their joyful world suddenly
collapsed. Banks want them to pay back their loans. They sold the car and other
valuables hoped that they soon would find a work and everything will be all right.
But the things were getting worse. A bailiff thrown them out of their house.
Fortunately Aneta soon found a job. Krzysztof is still a unemployed person and that
fact is making him very irritated.
„It was hard to find it because we have a dog called Saba and we didn’t want to
part with she. We found the house we live in now thanks to Saba. It hopped on the
gate, as if [she] wanted to go there”. Soon they moved in their new house.
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But paranormal events began occurring. They could hear knocking, bustles in the
kitchen and strange sounds coming from a garage and the kitchen. This activity was
more and more intensive. Mr. Krzysztof couldn’t sleep and could hear a “ghosts’”
bustles in his dreams. He was afraid of being alone didn’t want to go to a basement
or garage without his wife company.
“Half a year ago we crossed a doorstep of this house for the first time – Krzysztof
said. I felt somewhat strange. I felt shivers down my spine and pressure on my
stomach [as if someone embraced my waist]. After spending two weeks there we wanted
to escape from the house because it seemed to be haunted but to where? Nobody will
provide accommodation to a marriage with a dog. Once I could feel that something
thrown me off. I stumbled and began cursing ‘the evil ghost’, cause I simply
couldn’t stand it. Then I saw a black figure floating in the middle of the room. I
have seen it many times. I had a feeling that it is persecuting me, that I’m going
mad. I was afraid thinking that it might be a symptom of schizophrenia but my wife
and even the dog also noticed the strange activity. My wife decided to summon a
ghostbuster. I contacted with many fairies and clairvoyants. They assumed that the
house is haunted. Clairvoyants said that I’m connected with the ghost and I need a
spiritual progress. But so far they don’t allow us to live in this house. There
also were so called Ghostbusters here, they were paid a lot of money but didn’t
succeed. A priest felt that a some kind of alien energy is here and small sparkles
came out of his palms.”
„After the priest’s visit the occurrences stopped and it seemed that it is the end
of that nightmare – added Aneta. But I woke up once in the morning and went down to
the kitchen in order to prepare breakfast. Suddenly I noticed that the floor is
covered with circles similar to those appearing usually on grain fields. I called
Krzysztof because I didn’t know how did it appeared. Krzysztof, with fear in his
eyes, looked at circles and me. He got angry and began shaking due to fear. He
didn’t know what would happen next.”

- Photos of strange figures resembling pictograms -

The circles covered sills and the floor. They were of different dimensions. Some
were in shape of ideal circles, the other were a little bit deformed. Some were
also unfinished. When I entered this house I felt shivers but light and calming
ones. I haven’t seen the ghost but I felt a unexplained force. After an examination
I noticed that this case doesn’t differ from ordinary crop circle cases.
That place was emanating positive energy. I understood that the only “evil” ones in
this house are negative emotions: frustration, anger and sorrow. I spend three days
in that house and I noticed that the “circle creator” is invisible. A camera was
also taping the surroundings all the time. It didn’t taped a ghost but a chaotic
form of energy that was bursting up in the air emitting sparks and causing
disturbances of voltage in the camera. I also noticed that when Krzysztof was calm
and sleep well the phenomena ceased and there were no new circles. But when he was
angry with me and with others the activity was rising. A similar situation may
occurred do some uneasy people and Krzysztof is one of them. In this situation
experiences are the best teachers. The house he lives helps him to realize it.
Mr. Krzysztof posses a well developed empathy. He always could fell what will
happen to his friends. He possesses these abilities but he never developed them. He
thought very much but his thought didn’t bring anything new – abilities must be
trained and thoughts put into effect. Now he must defend his social and spiritual
status in order to be practice for everyone and the present situation forced him to
act. I must be very patient in persuading Krzysztof that his psychical power is
responsible for those events. This ability was destroying him and making him mad
because he was filling up the house atmosphere with his nightmares and saw all
those things due to some energies radiating from power sources, changing as well
its attributes. He took it for “evil spirits”. It was a clash between his brain and
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those energies. Soon he realized that they helped him in cleaning his soul from a
great dose of “venom” that began “deadly poisoning” him.
Some people being in similar situation would accuse their relatives, friends or
ghost of provoking them. But only some knows that we are able to emit very
powerful, harming forces from our brain into the consciousness. In similar
situations one needs to look into ones’ soul because who haven’t got some
humbleness may come in possession of demonic powers that led to madness and
psychical disability.
Inhabitants of villages facing with crop circle phenomenon are also submitted to
similar feelings and moods. They very easily believe in what they have engraved in
their minds. When the peculiar moment comes all fears of Aliens began their
manifestations because remembering of them is permanent.
Source: Alicja Zietek – a parapsychologist, in:

NPN ORG Poland, 20/12/05

ENCOUNTER WITH THE BLACK ENTITY
by: Piotr Cielebiaś

[Poland: Silesian Region, ~ 1992, night]. The witness of the event contacted with
NPN organization some time ago. He wrote about an extraordinary event that took
place in his life. As it turned out it was only a part of his story. He wanted to
be anonymous because he "wants to live in a normal way" and not to be under
constant pressure.
When the witness was about 12 years old [circa 1992] he saw something that he would
never forget. It was engraved in his memory and he always tried to explain that
event. The exact date of this occurrence is hard to set [but the witness could
remember leaves on trees so probably it wasn't in winter].
It was late at night. The room was dark but the witness still could perceive shapes
of parts of furniture. What happened next he explained in his words: "I woke up at
night to do up my bed, because I mangled my sheet. Doing it I took a glimpse of the
door. It was locked and nobody was standing there at the time." He isn't sure
whether IT was standing there at that exact moment. After a while, when he turned
left again and looked toward the door he saw someone's silhouette standing about
180 cm away. "It was quite short [its head was below the handle level], humanoid in
shape and completely black! The entity was as black that it looked like as it was
cut from paper. Any details weren’t visible. The only one detail I noticed is that
it had long, protruding and matted hair that was visible on the wall background. At
first I thought that it is a mirage but seconds were passing and it was still
standing there!". The boy was standing there staring at the entity that was
completely black. The witness interpreted this event as an encounter with a
"ghost". Then the witness jumped into his bed and covered himself with a sheet.
Members of his family were woke up with his scream.

- The witness’ sketch depicting his encounter with the entity. -

"When they [family members] appeared it was gone. It was completely black - as a
black hole. Anyway I'm sure that it was facing me and was looking directly at me I felt it. A long time passed but I still remember it very well." He also added: "I
remember also that it was slightly leaned forward, in my direction. It was somewhat
hunchbacked, its arms were up - on its chest level."
The witness is still not able to forget about that encounter. Moreover his
relatives and family also encountered "the unknown". Since his childhood he was
experiencing paranormal events [involving UFO sightings and bedroom visitations] of
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various kinds that became less intensive in the last years. Anyway the real source
and cause of those events remained unknown.
Source: P.Cielebias JTU/NPN: "ENCOUNTER WITH A BLACK ENTITY", 13/01/06.NOL NEWSLETTER

BALL OF LIGHT TRANSFORMED INTO ODD BEING
by: Marcin Mizera

A witness of the following event contacted with NPN. This case is so shocking that
it would seem incredible to our readers.
The alleged incident took place in late March or early April 1988. After 11 p.m.
the witness called Andrzej [fictional name] was driving a car along with his mate.
The girl wanted to talk with him urgently so Andrzej turned into a forest [the last
one before Augustow]. Then he stopped the car. After a small talk that last several
minutes the man noticed an odd ball of light circa 15 m. away. It was continuously
appearing and vanishing.
“Could you see it?” – asked Andrzej and she confirm
All of a sudden the ball began changing its shape and coming to the ground. “That
thing floating toward our car began resembling a human figure. I didn’t feel fear
of it what is still strange to me. Anyway my mate was almost scared to death. I
tried to calm her saying that it is surely a doe – I don’t know from where that
idea came.” – the witness said.
The being stopped about a meter away in front of the car. “We could see it very
well. It could be roughly 2.5 m. tall and was dressed in something resembling a
habit with a pointed hood on its head. I opened the window and screamed several
times toward it. But it was effortless. It was still standing there. I grasped a
metal rod that I had usually had under my seat. But I couldn’t find it.
Unfortunately I had to wend off the car barehanded. I went off and was standing and
staring at the being.”
Andrzej stated that the entity was incredibly large. Soon he realized that there
might be another similar ones in the area. “I quickly returned to my car. The girl
panicked and began screaming: ‘Let’s escape!’. After a while I noticed that the
clothing resembling habit began opening and suddenly a intense beam of light that
was pointed directly into the windshield emerged from inside. It resembled light
emanated by a torch.
“When the light reflected in the windshield and illuminated the being we could see
some details of its appearance. Its face was horrifying – it looked like a demon’s
face, it was completely covered with hair. The unbelievable is also a fact that its
face consisted of dozens of separate particles that were in constant motion. It was
a amazing sight and it is hard to describe it.”
“My mate fear feeling was at zenith point. I could also remember that the entity’s
mouth was bloody in color and was slightly opened and I could notice a incredible
darkness inside. Surely I will never forget it. The entity disappeared when I
turned lights in my car. It simply evaporated as a Devil poured with a considerable
amount of holy water. I push the accelerator and we drove away from that place. The
event lasted about 20 minutes”.
What the entity was in real? It was material or rather it was a hologram? The case
is investigated and information is gathered. It turned out that a row of another
paranormal phenomena followed this event.
by: Marcin Mizera - NPN ORG POLAND, 13/08/05
ENCOUNTER WITH DEVILISH BEING – ABDUCTION OR…
Some CE3 encounters involve creatures that are similar to those describing as Devil
or various daemons. It is possible to meet a Devil himself? Maybe these stories
have its source in one’s vivid imaginary… But great problem appears when physical
evidence of the beings’ existence is available… It is abduction or something
different…
The witness, Mrs. Elzbieta is a Pole living in Australia for 15 years who allegedly
encounters demonic creatures. She stated: „Once at night I woke up between 2 and 3
a.m. and I saw an amazing image of that terrible creature that appeared next to a
window, under a ceiling and that was looking deep in my eyes. I wasn’t able to
neither move nor scream. I was paralyzed but I felt as if my brain wasn’t under the
being’s influence and that helped me to defend against it and fought it off. Its
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eyes were pitch black. I had a feeling that its eyes are speaking to me. The being
looked at me very piercingly as if trying to rule over my brain and force me to
utter some words that I didn’t want to pronounce.”
The being skin was black and ‘singe’ brown in many tints. Its face was harsh and
terrifying. When it appeared, it told to Elzbieta: “I’ll destroy you and your life
forever. You won’t be live anymore. I’ll kill you.” The scared to death witness
answered: “You won’t destroy me. You’re not the King of the World. You cannot
decide about my death. You don’t decide about my life – God is the King of this
world and he is with me, and he will be with me forever!”
Then the mysterious being disappeared. As Mrs. Elzbieta said: “Just after those
words uttered by me the daemon burst up and it looked like for example cracking
crystal. The being particles scattered all over the room and then disappeared! I
recover and then I cried – I felt that I won and when the entity vanished, calmness
and silence appeared.”
Allegedly the woman also encountered some “positive beings”. During one of her
contacts she received a message with an inspiration to write a drama. The play is
about to be put on but allegedly demonic forces are still interfering in it
manipulating with electric utensils and other things around the witness. But the
most shocking experience of Mrs. Elzbieta is an encounter with a demon [called by
her “She-Devil”] that embraced and pressed the witness so strong that he left a
three – fingered mark on her back. But the case will be precisely described in the
next issue.
Source: Letter of Elzbieta P.– NPN ORG POLAND, 09/02/06
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